
Community Board 12, Manhattan Parks & Cultural Affairs Committee 
March 10, 2020 

CB12 Conference Room (530 W. 166th St., 6th fl.) 
 
Committee Members Present: Elizabeth Lorris Ritter (Chair), Daryl Cochrane (Asst. Chair), Nobles Crawford, Sally Fisher, Danielle 
Jettoo, Francisco Lopez, Ayisha Ogilvie, Alexis Marnel (Public Member). Also Attending (22 members of the public): Jackie 
Tessman, Community League of the Heights; Jana LaSorte; Megan Byrnes, Morris-Jumel Mansion; Anil & Shamim Ahmed, Kismat 
Restaurant; Jennifer Gonzales & Jennifer Hoppa, NYC Parks; Emmanuel Abreu, Word Up Community Bookshop; Laura Thorpe; 
Shawn Folz, Fort Tryon Park Trust; Joanna Castro, Northern Manhattan Arts Alliance; Bob Barnett, Harlem River Community 
Rowing; Meredith Wong, CaringKind; Anastasia Galkowski, Riverside Park Conservancy; Luis Ramos, Shorokapock Earth Keepers; 
Ryan Desso, artist; Steve Harris & Trish Anderton, Inwood Canoe Club; Carla Torres; Stewart Desmond, Broadway Malls Assn. 

 

1) The meeting was called to order at about 6:42pm by the Chair, with welcomes & updates: 
 The February Reso on Payson Playground fuel tank replacement: passed by the full Board at the 

February General Meeting 37-0-1-1. 
 The New Leaf Café, the concession contract period for which was about to expire, was closed late last 

year by its operator; the operator is now in breach of contract. Negotiations for a new concession, which 
was to have been awarded to the top respondent to the 2018 RFP, broke down, and Parks began 
negotiations with the next-highest RFP respondent. When those negotiations broke down Parks 
Revenue Division decided to issue a new RFP (Request for Proposals) “for the renovation, operation and 
management of a restaurant in Fort Tryon Park”. In the interim the property remains closed, though 
Parks staff are maintaining the public restroom. The public is welcome to offer comments regarding 
development of the scope of this RFP; the matter is on the agenda for later this evening. 

 Update on Lenape Street Co-naming: Luis Ramos working with the Lenape Center. Also noted that an 
appropriate street co-naming might be after the Lenape Chief Redbone. He is working on a petition, 
which is required for street co-namings. 

 Javits Playground update: As of this weekend, the playground is now OPEN! It’s beautiful, and the 
community is thrilled. There will be a formal ribbon-cutting at a future date, TBD. 

 Rescheduling April Meeting due to Passover. After short discussion, possibilities are April 13th, 16th, or 
21st, pending availability of the conference room. 

 
2) Brief Programming Updates (6:55pm) 

 Liz Ritter, UP Theater Company: Spring production of “A Barn Play” opening March 18th, running Weds-
Sat for 3 weeks at Good Shepherd School; closing April 4th. Info: www.uptheater.org. 

 Sally Fisher, Friends of Inwood Hill Park: eWaste drive on Sat., March 28th outside of NYCHA Dyckman 
Houses. Earth Day celebration April 25th & 26th. RiverSweep on May 2nd; sign-up & website go live April 
1st.. “Paint Inwood” in Inwood Hill & Ft. Tryon Parks on June 25th & 26th. 

 Emmanuel Abreu, Word UP Community Bookshop: Census launch party this Thurs., March 12th, 4-9pm 
(ticket to the party is filling out the Census). Still confirming location as Word UP is too small; Jennifer 
Hoppa suggested McKenna Square. Julia Alverez at the United Palace 4/28; looking for sponsors. 

 Anastasia Galkowski, Riverside Park Conservancy: Brought two fliers for upcoming volunteer 
opportunities: It’s My Park Day on Sat., April 18th & Riverkeepers Sweep (to get trash out of the Hudson) 
on Sat., May 2nd. Also announced “Sandsational” on Sat. May 9th; a family bucket brigade to refill the 
playgrounds’ sandboxes. Contact Anastasia if interested in attending. 

 Megan Byrnes, Morris-Jumel Mansion: Brought fliers for March events, April 2nd Women’s History 
Month event and opening of new exhibition “From Mansion to Museum.” Other events: March 28th NY 
Classical Quartet spring concert; April 4th Annual Heritage Rose Event, including plant giveaways and 
terrarium making (free with admission to museum). 

 Shawn Folz, Fort Tryon Park Trust: Park turns 85 on Oct. 12th and the Trust is planning a year of events 
in celebration. Call for “Memories of the Park,” photos from the community of the park to put into a 
book that will be shared at events. April 1st is the cutoff (info@forttryontrust.com). Events: April 2nd 
Urban Wildlife Festival; April 4th Shearing of the Heathers.

http://www.uptheater.org/


 Meredith Wong, CaringKind: Manages “Connect to Culture” at CaringKind to connect families with 
members with dementia and their caregivers to cultural events and institutions in the community. 
Method of connection is through music and other cultural institutions. There was some 
brainstorming/networking regarding outreach and contacts. Meredith will also be attending the April 
Aging Committee. Info: caringkindnyc.org/connect2culture. 

 Johanna Castro, Northern Manhattan Arts Alliance (NoMAA): Buunni Café’s Inwood performance space 
events all postponed until further notice due to Coronavirus. Tenth Anniversary of “Women in the 
Heights” at Rio 2 gallery; Artist Talk on March 31st.Uptown ArtStroll key dates: April 28th deadline to 
appear in the printed guide; May 24th deadline for online guide; Open Studio dates are June 13th & June 
20th, 1-6pm. 

 Alexis Marnel, Inwood ArtWorks: Inwood Film Festival postponed due to Coronavirus (Clumbia 
University has cancelled all non-essential events.) Also announced new season for Uptown Stories, a 
free after-school creative writing workshop for kid 8-17, begins April 18th.  

 Jackie Tessman, Community League of the Heights (CLoTH): June 13th & 27th pop-up artisanal market on 
Edward L. Morgan Pl. Currently accepting applications from vendors living in Inwood or Washington 
Heights. 15 artisan spots (10x10 tent) and two spaces for food trucks purveying unique cuisine. Provided 
Eng/Sp fliers; deadline 4/5 Info: https://www.cloth159.org/local. 

 Jennifer Gonzalez, Highbridge Park Rec. Center: Rec Centers are extending their hours starting July as a 
part of the Mayor’s initiative to decrease crime among the youth; looking for programming activities and 
asked the public to make suggestions. 

 
3) NY Parks Update - Jennifer Hoppa - Capital/Operations/Programming Report (7:41pm) 

 Looking to honor Mr. JA Reynolds, recently deceased founder of Bruce’s Garden in Isham Park, with a 
possible street co-naming to recognize his important contributions to the community. 

 Gave additional information about coyotes. There is a pair in Inwood Hill Park, but it’s unknown if it’s a 
male/female pair or if they are “denning.” There’s plenty of space in the park peacefully to co-exist, but 
for the safety of both dogs and the coyotes, please keep dogs on leash. Do not feed or otherwise try to 
domesticate coyote. If you see a coyote, act “big”, and make some noise and it will go away. 

 Accessibility tour of Javits Playground on March 25th or 26th at 11am. 
 Audubon Playground slated to open at the end of April. 
 Soccer field in Highbridge Park (175th & Amsterdam Ave.) slated to open by summer. 
 IHP Nature Center going through bid review; construction expected to begin this summer and take 

about 18 months. The bathrooms will remain open during construction. Q: What about the boat launch? 
A: Can’t be used due to extensive damage from Sandy and will probably be removed; it has been 
replaced by the dock at Muscota Marsh. Also the area where the old boat launch is located is quite 
muddy and has limited usage window. 

 
4) Presentation from Broadway Malls Association re new Exhibition (Stewart Desmond) (7:50pm) 

 The Broadway Malls Association maintains the horticulture within the Broadway malls from Columbus 
Circle to 168th St., and manage annual sculptural exhibitions within them.  

 This year’s exhibition consists of 6 pieces by Jon Isherwood, who works primarily in stone. These 
substantial pieces, representative of totemic art, are made of marble from Carrara, where Michelangelo 
quarried the marble for the David and other works. One piece will be sited within CB12M, in Ilka Tanya 
Payan Park at W. 157th St. The installation is planned for May, though there have been complications 
getting the pieces to the US from Italy as Tuscany is the region most heavily affected by the Coronavirus. 

 
5) Discussion of Ft. Tryon Park restaurant concession (7:58pm) 

 Liz recapped the situation with the New Leaf Café and described the RFP (“Request for Proposals”) 
process as context for discussion. The RFP is for a restaurant concession, and would also require some 
upgrades on ongoing maintenance to the physical plant, as well as maintenance of the public 
restroom. Jennifer noted that there recently was significant work done to the roof and to the 

https://www.cloth159.org/local


downstairs (public) bathrooms, and that the restaurant’s capacity can be increased seasonally through 
the use of a tent on the patio as the prior concessionaire had done. 

 Comments are due to the Parks Department’s Revenue Division by April 1st. In the past Parks has taken 
this kind of input quite seriously and incorporated it into the priorities for determining the successful 
bidder. There is no set dollar amount or specific package the Parks Department is looking for; rather 
they are looking to maximize revenues while also maximizing public use and benefits as defined by the 
public and the agency within the limits of the space.  

 Based on the Committee’s discussion we could recommend a resolution for the Board’s consideration at 
its General Meeting on March 24th which is prior to Parks’ 4/1 deadline. 

 Several Committee members and members of the public expressed the importance of a concessionaire 
supporting a variety of local organizations, schools, youth organizations, the park itself, arts events, etc. 
Note: the Law Department cannot require this, but Parks can note that community service and support 
of community events/orgs is an important part of the bid proposal. 

 Several Committee members and members of the public expressed interest in an artisinal market or 
food-court concept. Danielle: If there are smaller vendors it would be more accessible to community 
businesses. Laura: can we collaborate w/CUNY’s culinary arts programs and run a catering operation 
similar to Hot Bread Kitchen (a culinary incubator in E. Harlem)? Jennifer noted that there are serious 
space constraints as the kitchen is very small, and the available space within the current bar area and 
restaurant may not lend itself to a congregate or multi-vendor use. Liz suggested as a more modest 
proposal that perhaps a restaurant concession could have an educational program or internship 
through one of the local high schools at GWHS Educational Campus. Daryl later echoed that a 
relationship of some kind w/DoE for some kind of internship or educational program would be valuable 
to the community and an appropriate use of this public space/resource. 

 Francisco: we need an events space for the community, not another restaurant. Could it be run as a 
catering hall? A: Parks doesn’t have the bandwidth to run a catering concession, but as with previous 
concessions, availability for catered events can and should be part of the bid. Jennifer also noted that 
the Law Department has approved a restaurant concession, so that would be the use for the space. The 
conversation returned several times to the accessibility/affordability of catered events, noting the New 
Leaf was not affordable to most people in the community for catered events. There was also discussion 
about balancing the use of the site for catered events with availability of the restaurant for dining and 
being open to the general public. Shawn noted that the New Leaf was often closed for special events 
(e.g., weddings and other private parties), and that there were not always consistent opening hours. 
Someone suggested and it was agreed that it would be nice if the café were open for breakfast on 
weekdays, not just weekend brunch.  

 Also agreed that if there are particular times that the restaurant is not open, these would be good 
times for community use, e.g., senior breakfasts, school events, CBO meetings, etc.  

 Daryl: It is good to have a restaurant in the park which was nice to go for special occasions or for brunch, 
but it is true that we need more event venues/catering options. 

 Laura also asked about using the space in the interim as a pop-up crafts market (such as CLoTH is 
running in June; see earlier item). This received broad support within the room, but as previously noted, 
Parks does not have the bandwidth to manage operations at this facility, which is why it is being bid out 
as a concession. Jennifer also noted that there are issues with the current contract, vetting of vendors, 
insurance, and security of any property overnight. Additionally, Parks cannot allow the interim use of a 
space being advertised since it could negatively impact the space that is currently out for bid. 

 Jessica observed that the previous concession was often full more with tourists than locals, and would 
like to see something more affordable. Several people commented that prior to Coffeed (NYRP and the 
past prior concessionaire) had lower-priced items (coffee, muffins, grab-and-go lunches, wraps) from a 
walk-up window, and that this would be a desirable service.  

 Joanna would like to see live music and performances, arts events, and support of the arts community. 
Several people echoed this. Additional ideas: movies nights; other themed cultural events; discounted 
event hosting for arts fundraisers, reception, and other cultural events; hosting a rotating gallery on 
their walls (which many local restaurants do). 



 Ryan: since the restaurant operation is pretty dead in the winter there could be something else in the 
“off season” to bring people in, whether it’s arts, classes or some other form of community 
engagement. Ayisha later echoed that if the facility is underutilized there should be preference given to 
creative uses by the broader community. 

 There was some concern about the overall viability of a restaurant in that location, and the proposed 
20-year term of the concession. It was noted that the long-term of the concession makes it easier for a 
concessionaire to commit to making long-term capital investments in and improvements to the property 
and have a chance to recover them through operating revenues. 

 Liz expressed some concern in terms of the structure of the concession revenue, noting not only the 
seasonal nature of the operation – more business in Spring/Summer/Fall; winter is pretty dead except 
for catered events around the holidays – but also the long lead time for a business to build out the 
space, apply for and receive a liquor license, and build a following. Since the location doesn’t have a lot 
of natural foot traffic it might take a full season of operation before revenues hit target, and the 
concession agreement should reflect that.  

 Nobles stated (and the group generally agreed) that there should be a strong preference to local artists, 
and a commitment to local hiring. 

 There was general agreement that a local vendor to operate the concession is preferred. Danielle 
stated that economics should not be a barrier to entry, and that the restaurant should absolutely not 
be a corporate chain; there was strong agreement on this point. It was recognized that while Parks has 
the responsibility as the steward of public property to ensure that any business making money from a 
concession on public lands should be paying into the City coffers for that, it should not be at so high a 
rate that the fees it must charge for its services shuts out the very public it should be serving. 

 Liz noted that during the long and painful discussions regarding the concession at the Dyckman Marina, 
the community was adamant that community access to the facilities (dining, docking, and waterfront) 
should trump revenue considerations. The Parks Department appears to have taken this to heart in 
deciding to run the Dyckman Marina operation itself and in awarding the restaurant concession as it did, 
and it is hoped that they will heed that imperative with this concession as well.  

 Daryl asked about landmarking. A: The exterior is landmarked, not the interior. Is it accessible? A: yes, 
that public bathrooms in the downstairs rear are accessible; the restaurant is accessible through a ramp 
to the patio. Also noted importance of stipulating opening hours for the public restrooms. 

 It was agreed that there was great merit to prior operators’ models to use some of its resources to 
support staffing in the park (NY Restoration Project) or to support many local events/organizations with 
in-kind donations of food and/or space (Coffeed). 

 The Committee agreed unanimously (7 votes, Danielle having been excused at 9pm) on a resolution 
incorporating the above points; the public concurred unanimously (10 -0-0-0). Note: following 

cancellation of all public events pursuant to a gubernatorial Executive Order placing New York State on “PAUSE,” 
the March 24th General Meeting was postponed to a virtual meeting held via Zoom on March 31st. The agenda was 
focused on public health updates, and no resolutions were considered. The CB12M Executive Committee, which met 
on March 24th, agreed that the minutes of this meeting could be sent to the Parks Department as public comment. 

 
6) Possible Discussion of “Citizen Stewards” in Parks: (9:15pm) Deferred to April. 
 
7) New Business: (9:16pm) Alexis Marnel- Invited neighbor, who is a muralist looking to do public art in the 

neighborhood, to talk about her work. She distributed business cards. 
 
There being no additional business, the meeting was adjourned at 9:20pm. (Motion by Nobles; second by 
Francisco; no objection.) 
 
 
 
Respectfully submitted: Nobles Crawford & Elizabeth Lorris Ritter 
 


